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Abstract—This paper describes a method of tracking multiple
persons with occlusions using stereo. Many previous stereo-based
systems track each person separately and do not explicitly handle
such occlusions. We previously developed an accurate, stable
tracking method using overlapping silhouette templates which
considers how persons overlap in the image. However, because
the method uses a particle filter, a lot of processing time is
needed for estimating each particle’s likelihood by comparing
many templates with the image. In this paper, we propose a new
method which can decrease the number of image comparison by
using an approximated likelihood map based on kernel density
estimation. Experimental results show that the proposed method
is able to reduce the processing time greatly without dropping
the tracking performance.

Index Terms—person tracking; particle filter; stereo camera;
silhouette templates; kernel density estimation;

I. INTRODUCTION

Following a specific person is an important task for ser-
vice robots. Visual person following in public spaces entails
tracking of multiple persons by a moving camera. There have
been a lot of works on person detection and tracking using
various image features and classification methods [1]–[4].
Many of them, however, use a fixed camera. In the case of
using a moving camera, foreground/background separation is
an important problem.

This paper deals with detection and tracking of multiple
persons which will be used on a mobile robot. Laser range
finders are widely used for person detection and tracking
by mobile robots [5], [6]. Image information such as color
and texture is, however, sometimes necessary for person seg-
mentation and/or identification. Omnidirectional cameras are
also used [7], [8], but their limited resolutions are sometimes
inappropriate for analyzing complex scenes. Stereo is also
popular in moving object detection and tracking [9]–[11].
In these works, however, occlusions between people are not
handled.

Ess et al. [12], [13] proposed to integrate various cues such
as appearance-based object detection, depth estimation, visual
odometry, and ground plane detection using a graphical model
for pedestrian detection. Although their method exhibits a nice

performance for complicated scenes, it is still costly to be used
for controlling a real robot.

Some methods to track multiple objects by using particle
filter are proposed [14]–[16]. In these methods, tracking of
multiple interacting targets is realized by adding a probabilistic
exclusion principle. They deal with the case where most part
of each target is visible although small occlusions occur very
often. In our case, since the images are taken from a camera
on a mobile robot, complete occlusions frequently occur. To
track overlapping persons stably, we proposed a method using
overlapping silhouette templates [17], [18], which considers
how persons overlap in the image.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes our previous method [17], [18] using over-
lapping silhouette templates. In Section III, we propose an
improvement of speeding up processing by using an approx-
imated likelihood map based on kernel density estimation.
Section IV presents experimental results, and finally Section V
presents conclusions and future work.

II. MULTI-PERSON TRACKING USING STEREO

A. Person tracking based on distance information

To track persons stably with a moving camera, we use
depth templates [17], which are the templates for human
upper bodies in depth images (see Fig. 1). We currently use
three templates with different direction of body. We made
the templates from the depth images where the target person
was at 2 [m] away from the camera. A depth template is a
binary template, the foreground and the background value are
adjusted according to the status of tracks and input data.

For a person being tracked, his/her predicted scene position
is available from the state variable (see Sec. II-B). We thus set
the foreground depth of the template to the predicted depth of
the head of the person.

Concerning the background depth, since it may change as
the camera moves, we estimate it on-line. We make the depth
histogram of the current input depth image and use the Kth
percentile as the background depth (currently, K=90).
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Fig. 1. Depth templates

(a) Input image (b) Depth image

Fig. 2. Detection example using depth templates

For a depth template T (x, y) of H×W pixels and the depth
image ID(x, y), the dissimilarity d is calculated as follows.

d =
1

HW

√∑
p

∑
q

[T (p, q) − ID(x+p, y+q)]2 .

We use the three templates simultaneously and take the one
with the smallest dissimilarity as a matching result.

Figure 2 shows an example of detection using the depth
templates. Three rectangles in the depth image are detection
results with the three templates, and the one with the smallest
dissimilarity is shown in bold line. Even when the direction
of the body changed, it is possible to detect person stably by
using the multiple templates.

B. Estimation of 3D position using particle filter

Figure 3 illustrates the coordinate systems attached to our
mobile robot and stereo system. In the robot coordinate sys-
tem, the person’s position at time t is defined as (Xt, Yt, Zt).
The state variable xt is defined as

xt = [ Xt Yt Zt Ẋt Ẏt ]T ,

where Ẋt and Ẏt denote velocities in the horizontal plane. We
assume the vertical position is constant. The state equation is
given by

xt+1 = F txt + wt,

where matrix F t is set to represent a linear uniform motion.
We estimate the 3D position of each person by using particle

filter. The likelihood L of each particle is calculated based on
the dissimilarity d described in Sec. II-A.

L =
1√
2πσ

exp
(
− d2

2σ2

)
,

where the standard deviation σ is set up experientially.
Person’s position is calculated by the weighted average of
particles. We use an OpenCV implementation of particle filter.

Fig. 3. Definition of coordinate systems

Fig. 4. Procedure of tracking using an overlapping silhouette template

C. Multi-person tracking using overlapping silhouette tem-
plates

To track overlapping persons stably, we make overlapping
silhouette templates [18] which consider the overlap of persons
in the image. Each person which is isolated from other persons
is independently tracked by using N particles. When two
persons, say A and B, approach each other and an overlap
occurs, a new combined state vector xAB

t for both persons is
made from the respective ones xA

t and xB
t .

xAB
t =

[
xA

t

xB
t

]
.

Since the number of particles of each person is N , the
total number of combined state is N ×N . To reduce the
calculation cost of template matching for the combinations,
we use only particles with large likelihood values among
each person’s particles. We set the number of each person’s
particles to N=100, and the number of combined particles to
NAB =25×25. The initial likelihood of each combined particle
is set as product of their likelihood values LAB = LALB . The
state equation is as follows.

xAB
t+1 =

[
F t 0

0 F t

]
xAB

t +

[
wt

wt

]
.

Figure 4 shows the procedure of tracking using an overlapping
silhouette template. The template of each combined particle
is made in consideration of the states of two persons. The
relative position in the image coordinates is calculated, and
the individual template of the person near the camera is
overwritten on the template of the far person. The values for
the foregrounds and the background are set similarly to the
case of one foreground case in Sec. II-A. Only one template
among three (see Fig. 1), corresponding to the estimated move-
ment direction is used for reducing the number of combined
templates. The overlapping silhouette template is matched to
the depth image, and the likelihood LAB is calculated.
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(a) Previous method

(b) Proposed method based on kernel density estimation

Fig. 5. Estimation of each particle’s likelihood

When the distance between persons A and B exceeds a
threshold, the state variable xAB

t is separated into xA
t and xB

t

using the N particles with the largest likelihood values among
NAB particles.

Our previous work realized an accurate and robust tracking
using overlapping silhouette templates [18]. However, the
processing speed is about 300 [ms/frame] for estimating every
particle’s likelihood by comparing many templates with the
image. In Section III, we propose a new method which can
decrease the number of image comparison by using an approx-
imated likelihood map based on kernel density estimation.

III. APPROXIMATION OF LIKELIHOOD MAP BASED ON
KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION

Figure 5 shows the outline of our proposed mehod. The
previous method needs a lot of processing time because
the combined template is compared with the image for all
particles. Therefore, we propose a new method which selects
a part of particles, compares their templates with the image,
and makes an approximated likelihood map by using the
comparison results based on kernel density estimation. The
other particles’ likelihoods are then estimated by using the
approximated likelihood map.

As shown in Figure 6, the silhouette template is made based
on four factors: two persons’ depths XA and XB , horizontal
distance Y A−Y B , and height difference ZA−ZB . In this
paper, we consider the distance Y A −Y B and assume that
depth XA, XB , and height difference ZA−ZB are constant
under a short occlusion.

The position (X̄N , Ȳ N , Z̄N ) and (X̄F , Ȳ F , Z̄F ) denote the
near and far person’s position which are calculated by the

Fig. 6. Four factors of silhouette template

weighted average of particles. As shown in Figure 7(a), we
examine the change of the evaluation value when horizontal
positions Y N and Y F change; this is equivalent to examin-
ing the change of the distance Y A−Y B and the template’s
horizontal position. The search range is the near person’s
position ±300 [mm] and the far person’s position ±900 [mm]
as follows:⎡

⎣ XN

Y N

ZN

⎤
⎦=

⎡
⎣ X̄N

Ȳ N + δY N

Z̄N

⎤
⎦ ,

⎡
⎣ XF

Y F

ZF

⎤
⎦=

⎡
⎣ X̄F

Ȳ N + δY F

Z̄F

⎤
⎦ ,

where δY N=[−300, 300], δY F=[−900, 900]. To detect stably
the occluded far person who appears from the side of the near
person, the far person’s search range is set to both sides of Ȳ N .
Figure 7 (b) shows the evaluation value of template matching.
Each person’s position is sampled at intervals of 30 [mm].
This likelihood map is considered a complete reference table
that indicates the evaluation value for each combination of
person positions. It is confirmed that the evaluation value at
the correct position is the highest and falls as the position
shifts. However, it needs a lot of processing time to make
this reference table because 1281 (= 21 × 61) templates are
matched.

To reduce the processing time, we approximate a likelihood
map by a less number of template matching. At first, A certain
number of particles are selected with large likelihood values
at the previous frame and their templates are matched with the
image to obtain the evaluation values (Fig. 7(c)). We set the
number of selected particles to 30 or 50 in the experiment.
The near and the far person’s positions and the likelihood
of particle i are denoted as (XN

i , Y
N
i , ZN

i ), (XF
i , Y

F
i , ZF

i )
and Li, respectively. Using a kernel density estimation with
a Gaussian distribution, an approximated likelihood map is
made as follows.

L
(
δY N , δY F

)
=∑

i

Li exp
{
− (δY N − μN

i )2

2σN 2 − (δY F − μF
i )2

2σF 2

}
,

where the averages of distributions are μN
i = Y N

i − Ȳ N ,
μF

i = Y F
i − Ȳ N . The standard deviations σN and σF are set

empirically based on the size of actual person and the overlap
of two persons (σN = 40 [mm], σF = 100 [mm]). Moreover,
the coefficient part of distribution is omitted because only
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(a) Input image and search area (b) Reference table and evaluation value (c) Evaluation value of 30 particles (d) Approximated likelihood map

Fig. 7. Approximation of likelihood map baed on kernel density estimation

the ratio is necessary for the calculation of each particle’s
likelihood.

Approximated likelihood maps are shown in Figure 7(d).
Similar shapes to the reference tables of Figure 7(b) are
obtained. Each particle’s likelihood is estimated by using on
this approximated likelihood map instead of matching between
the template and the input image. We realize a faster tracking
by using this approximated likelihood map which is made by
a less number of template matching.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

We have implemented the proposed method with a Bum-
blebee2 stereo camera (by Point Grey Research) and a note
PC (Core2Duo, 3.06 [GHz]). The processed image size is
512×384. Because the method does not consider the change
in depth and height of each person, we used test data sets in
which persons roughly move in parallel to the image plane.

Figure 8 is a result of tracking using off-line images taken at
10 [fps]. Each pair of circles with white edges shows a tracking
result by using the combined state variable. Blue lines show
search area of likelihood map (see Fig. 7). Even when one
person is occluded by the other, each person’s position can be
estimated stably.

Table I shows the comparison of tracking results for 140 oc-
clusion cases (14 data sets were tested ten times respectively).
The number of total frames is 598× 10 = 5980. Each test
data set is the off-line images in which two person approach
each other, intersect, and then depart. Each person’s position
(ground truth) in each frame was given manually. We counted
success cases where every person was tracked correctly at all
frames and calculated the success rate. The averages of the
2D positional error and the time of processing a frame were
calculated for only the success data sets.

(a) Our previous work [18] realized a stable tracking. How-
ever, it takes a lot of processing time to match the
template with each 625(= 252) particle.

(b) When the reference table (see Fig. 7(b)) is used, 1281(=
21 × 61) templates are matched. The success rate of

tracking is almost the same as the method (a). The
positional error slightly grows in the vertical direction
because we consider the height difference is constant.
For example, the far person’s position shifts downward
in Figure 8 #119.

(c) When the approximated likelihood map is used, the
processing time is reduced greatly while keeping a
similar level of success rate. In the case of 50 particles
selected as reference points, the success rate is almost
the same as the method (a) and (b). When 30 particles
were used, the success rate fell a little. It is necessary
to examine the particle selection strategy to make the
likelihood map more effectively.

Figure 9 is an example of the tracking result when the per-
sons’ depths change. The tracking fails because we considered
only the change of horizontal positions and assumed that the
depths and the heights are constant. In the future, we should
expand dimensions for depth and height, and realize a stable
tracking in a more general situation.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has described a method of tracking multiple
persons by using overlapping silhouette templates. We pro-
posed a method which can decrease the number of image
comparison by using an approximated likelihood map based
on kernel density estimation. We have reduced the number
of template matching to about 1/10 without degrading the
tracking performance, and the total processing time to about
100 [ms/frame]. This processing speed is practical for a person
following robot. However, we considered only the change
of horizontal positions and assumed that the depths and the
heights are constant. In the future, we should expand dimen-
sions for depth and height, and realize a stable tracking in a
more general situation. To make the approximated likelihood
map more effectively, it is necessary to examine the particle
selection strategy. Moreover, it is necessary to deal with the
overlapping of three persons or more.
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Fig. 8. Experimental result of tracking

Fig. 9. Example of tracking failure because of change in depth

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF TRACKING RESULTS

tracking method template matching processing time (matching) processing time (total) positional error success rate

(a) previous method [18] 625 [times/frame] 247 [ms/frame] 328 [ms/frame] 7.18 [pixel] 97.8 [%]
(b) using reference table 1281 [times/frame] 475 [ms/frame] 555 [ms/frame] 8.08 [pixel] 97.1 [%]
(c) proposed method 50 [times/frame] 20 [ms/frame] 101 [ms/frame] 8.27 [pixel] 97.1 [%]

30 [times/frame] 11 [ms/frame] 93 [ms/frame] 8.36 [pixel] 91.4 [%]
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